Fluorescence polarization in a planar array of pigment molecules: theoretical treatment and application to flavins incorporated into artificial membranes.
A quantitative fluorescence polarization theory of molecules bound to two-dimensional plane layers has been developed when the electronic transition moments of absorption and emission are parallel within the fluorescent molecules. The transition moments are assumed to be in preferred orientation with respect to the normal to the plane and to be randomly oriented within the plane (rotational symmetry with the normal as axis of symmetry). Three basic model distributions of transition moments are investigated quantitatively. These model distributions represent a simplification but in most cases may be expected to describe reality with sufficient accuracy. For all distributions, two cases of different mobility of molecules are treated: (a) the lifetime of fluorescence is small compared with the characteristic relaxation time of the distribution, and (b) the lifetime of fluorescence is long, so that a complete reorientation of transition moments during the excited state can take place. From the quantitative calculations four characteristic quantities are derived, which are appropriate for the analysis of experimental data. Experiments are carried out with phosphatidylcholine bilayer membranes which contain three differently substituted amphiphilic flavins. All three flavins yield similar data. Their analyses predict free and fast mobility of the flavin chromophore.